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Instrumental Support
Practical organisation of work
and resources; those things
which facilitate the participation
in and delivery of sessions

Affective Support
Relates to moods, feelings and
attitudes, and can be supported
by reflective practice.

Context

3 Months
Funded by
AHRC / Clore
Leadership
Programme

Artists Practising Well:
Affective support for Artists working in participatory
arts in health and wellbeing

Supervised by
Chris Fremantle
at Gray’s
School of Art

3 research
questions &
3 research
ambitions

Literature review
Online survey
Interviews

Research
Questions

Research
Ambitions

What current support is there?

Gather support experiences.

What kinds of support could be
most useful?

Seek organisational
perspectives.

Is there a common
understanding of good practice?

Draw attention to what artists
need in order to do their best
work.

Literature Review:
Arts, Health and
Wellbeing
territory
Work, management
and practitioner
wellbeing
Practising in non-arts
contexts / artist in
public life.

Arts and Health
Research
and
Good Practice
Guides

Emotional Labour
Gig Economy and
Reflective
Practice

Expansion of
Creative Practice
to the
Public Domain

Using the survey and the interviews, both semi structured and informal, we have
looked for common patterns and themes whilst acknowledging complexities and
nuances. The survey provides both statistical data and individual thoughts and
additional material, through well-used optional text boxes.
The discussion is grouped under the following five headings:

The
territory

Employment
status

Quotes from survey data.

The
vocabulary of
support

Models of
support

The support
conversation

Quotes from interviews with cultural leaders,
funders and commissioners.

The Territory explores
intentions and
motivations,
finding that creative
practitioners want
to work as artists.
Organisational leaders are
clear that the work is
firmly situated
within art and artistic
experience.

“Respect the value of the arts - do not try to turn us
into pastiche health care workers”.

“There has to be a recognition that this is a distinct
sector that requires resources”.

Employment status
shows there is support
across all types of
employment, but it was
inconsistent, with some
feeling supported only some
of the time or not at all.
Whatever the employment
status, creative practitioners
need to be able to access
aﬀective support, either
through provision from the
commissioner, or through a
surcharge paid on top of
artists fees.

“I would be able to look after myself a lot
better if it wasn’t so hard to earn a living
wage”.
“For freelancers money and time are the
barriers [to support] - if you’re not connected
to an organisation that can be quite a lonely
existence”.

The Vocabulary of
Support reflects upon the
terms used by survey
respondents.
Establishing common
understanding of support
terms would aid future
conversations between
creative practitioners and
commissioners.

“I wasn't aware of an action learning set, where to
seek coaching or peer to peer conversations”.
“I’ve never had support and would like advice on
what I should expect and how to ensure it is firmly
in place”.

Glossary

Emotional Labour

The process of managing
feelings and expressions to
Aﬀective
fulfil the emotional
requirements of a job.
Relating to moods,
feelings, and
attitudes.
Debriefing
Burnout
Physical or mental
collapse caused by
overwork or
stress.

Reflective
Practice

Question about a
completed
undertaking.

The development of insight
and practice through critical
attention to practical values,
theories, principles,
assumptions, and the
relationship between theory
and practice which inform
everyday actions.

Peer support
Peer support is when
people use their own
experiences to help
each other.

Support
Give
assistance
to.

Models of support explores
the gap between what was
oﬀered and what
respondents would like, and
a re-active approach to
support provision from some
commissioners.
A ‘menu of support’ could
facilitate dialogue between
practitioner and
commissioner about support
options, subject to personal
preference and context of
work.

“it’s important to sustain my own personal
creative practice to keep the work in balance”.
“So many of the people I have met within the
Arts for Health and Wellbeing sector are isolated
or have a very small network to pull resources
from”.

The Support
Conversation
explores what
practitioners need to
do their best work,
and where the
responsibility for
support sits.
Co-production,
with joint
responsibility,
would ensure the
best work.

“That supervision/support should be budgeted into the
costs of a project and funders should be primed to
question why it isn’t there if not”.
“If you are developing and delivering a health and
wellbeing focused cultural programme or project … it’s
not about bringing artists in after the concept has been
developed ….it’s about them being involved at the
beginning so that are very much part of shaping of that
work…thinking about what they might need in terms of
support and integrating [that] into funding bids”.

The report makes recommendations under 7 headings:

Conversation

Leadership

Co-production

Peer to Peer
Learning

Funding

Recognition

Support menu
and vocabulary

Where Research Meets People:
Thoughts on establishing good practice
foundations

Research

Thoughts for sector support organisations

Evaluation

Dissemination /
Reach

Thoughts for commissioners and funders
Thoughts on advocacy
Thoughts on honesty
Thoughts on self support
https://www.nicolanaismith.co.uk/blog/
where-research-meets-people

Impact
Development of
existing and
new Initiatives

Discussion /
Exploration

Joining up thinking and working
Many of the report findings could be
applicable to work in criminal justice
and socially engaged practice.

Music in Healthcare
Mentoring Programme
Delivered by rb&hArts and Sound
Connections

Some projects /
models of working
to explore.

https://www.rbht.nhs.uk/sites/nhs/
files/
Music%20in%20Healthcare%20Me
ntoring%20Programme%20202
Flourishing Lives Reflective
0_application%20form.pdf

Arts and Health Hub
Peer Group
“Sharing not competing”
Free
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/
arts-health-hub-october-peergroup-tickets-71528370281

Practice Groups
London-Wide starting Oct.
£15 per session
http://flourishinglives.org/
reflective-practice-groups/

What would you like to
explore, develop or take
action on?

Please send me an email:
Feedback
Examples
Questions
Opportunities
Collaboration…
info@nicolanaismith.co.uk
Twitter / Instagram / LinkedIn
nicolanaismith1

